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lessen or get rid of the discomfort of burns, sores, swellings, infections, cuts, and bruises also mend broken bones! King draws upon his years of personal experiences, analysis, and
knowledge of medical science to provide a truly exceptional synthesis of healing methods
using words, creativity, touch, and energy. What's possible with the historic secrets and
contemporary modalities in the program? It is possible to relieve allergies; That knowledge,
together with his research of African rituals, hypnotherapy, energy research, and psychology,
has made him uniquely certified to illustrate how the body responds to your psyche and how
you can maximize the power of your thoughts to help ease all types of ailments and
injuries.Dr. For a lot more than 30 years Serge King has explored the mysteries and powers of
Hawaiian shamanism. ease anxiety, headaches, nausea, colds, and the flu; Instant Curing will
redefine your feeling of reality and probability in the curing sciences and arts.
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figured this would end up being total fluff woo-woo non-sense but it is 100% outstanding.
BEST BOOK EVER. I placed the book under my foot and asked it to apply the very best tactic
in it on my ankle to heal it. if you're available to it, and after all, you have to be Available to it, it
presents techniques to fundamentally convince your subconscious to do things it already
knows how to perform. i was expecting another disappointing woo-woo bulls*** modern
mystical non-sense shpeel that my skeptic/logical human brain would reject (like stuff i
discover on youtube) but man this publication surprised me. therefore props to the author for
nailing the delivery in a way that my brain could accept as possibility.Lost Secrets of Old
Hawaiian Huna, Quantity 1 i'm not even DONE reading it however! i'm only halfway thru it and
i'm ready to hoard copies of it. yeesh. This is one of my favourite books on healing This is
among my favourite books on healing. It contains a lot of different options for healing, all of
them an easy task to try and apply. Is it instant healing? Well it wasn't for me personally, but I
do believe it's something you have to work at, make it a habit. Remaining positive and applying
these methods is exactly what will work. Through the years, because of a chronic disease that
I've got for a very long time, and applying different techniques - what I've learned is normally
that you have to obtain positive and stay positive. You cannot indulge in thoughts of sickness,
even when you are lying in bed, in pain, vomiting and crying. You need to believe in health and
grasp onto that idea with all your might. I've carried out this kind of thing many times. Within
less than ten minutes, the pain was completely gone. He surely includes a following. Jose
Silva's The specifics are astounding and, those I've personally tried, have offered me well. I
help a pal, who assists homeless people. This book has even more marks in it than any
additional book I own. The writing style is as impressive as the understanding it conveys. I
recommend this publication to anyone who's thinking about Holistic Healing. This is a fantastic
book! For people as unfavorable as some reviewers, this may take a little while.. Give yourself
a gift and get this book. This is a fantastic book! I've spent the last 20+ years devouring every
reserve I could discover on spirituality and personal development. I am also educated a
psychotherapist. This publication and Serge's teaching is solid.. I have it both on audible and
hard duplicate. When I moved from to Hawaii from Seattle, I gave apart all my books (it had
been a proud collection) except for about ten that I required with me on the plane. This
reserve is one of these. I refer back to it and have also used it to heal the pain in my own ankle
that was bothering me to no end. wow, i found out about this book thru another article we
read online and we am SO pleased i acquired it. These healing methods work, but you have to
keep at it. I also got Serge's Magic of Manifesting class a year ago. I am grateful for his
teachings. . Been studying his function for many years. They do- in the event that you work
from your heart. body healing) which appeared to be considerably fetched at best (not to say
borderline crazy) can change to be ...is definitely another method of the same subject matter. I
visit a community supper, midweek, and consider the leftover food to a soup kitchen next to
the building I function in. extremely good: it delivers on what it promises Do his ideas
function?. He explained he needed some shoes, Size 8, for a homeless man. It was a healing,
shifting knowledge that's still continuing to unfold.Matrix Energetics: The Science and Art of
Transformation comes at the topic from a slightly different position. He doesn't really let you
know that when you put out an intent- if it doesn't work- that is merely feedback to assist you
identify bad beliefs, and to clear them. I have spent the last 20+ years . One more thing he
could emphasize even more can be that if your intent is definitely service to others, rather
than merely to ego, you will get far better outcomes, examples of magnitude better. I have a
tendency to tag my books up with margin notes, asterisks, and underlines. If you work from

your head, you won't obtain any results. 2 days later on I had some, for free. Then apply a few
of these techniques, and keep carrying it out again and again, even if you worsen (a Healing
Crisis), keep going. I highly recommend this read, trigger some of the self-healing methods
described in the publication, already showed to become very helpful. I invariably reach least a
duffel bag full, and drop it off. Weekly. They are delighted. Instant Recovery, Serge Kahili King
Serge Kahili King, once again, did a fabulous work of detailing how people can use their own
power to heal what ails them.You the Healer: The World-Famous Silva Method on how best to
Heal Yourself and Others Serge Kahili King proves that lots of ideas (in cases like this related
to body healing) which seemed to be much fetched at best (not to say borderline crazy) can
turn to be extremely useful if you are ready to think beyond package. Walt Woods' Letter to
Robin: A mini-course in pendulum dowsing is a fairly good launch to learning how to talk to
the subconscious brain, which holds all the limiting beliefs.and The Future Is Yours: Do
Something About It!,Redneck Shaman, and There's useful information in "Quick Healing," but
the reader most likely can do better, just because the writer can. i really like it so very much
i'm ordering a hard copy therefore i can flip around and create notes in ( i bought the kindle
edition). I also like Urban Shaman, and I've gotten results from all of them. It seems the King
has experience and charisma and knowledge and perhaps better books. That CD is one of the
most motivating CD's I've ever heard. Yes, I know a lot of stuff- it's the getting it into action that
is the trick, and motivational CD's are very, very helpful. The mass media puts out massive
negative recommendations, it takes a bit to overcome this. Five Stars The book breathes new
air into old wisdom. By way, if you call 1 877 TEACHME, it is possible to ask for the free of
charge CD Get Well, which they do send making use of their catalog. Never quit. But, it would
appear that he threw this book together quickly - an instantaneous Book like his Instant
Recovery.ThetaHealing, and even Five Stars great shipping and great product and price Five
Stars awesome ! Quick things often don't endure their titles. Serge Kahili King makes personal
healing super accessible! Five Stars Great book, with apparent and concise instructions. Serge
King is usually such a great teacher. These pretty simple techniques come in therefore useful
to help you heal yourself and help others!. GREAT BOOK FOR THOSE INTERESTED IN
WHOLISTIC HEALING GREAT BOOK FOR ALL THOSE INTERESTED IN WHOLISTIC HEALING!! I
REALLY LIKE INSTANT HEALING BOOK Support AND ALL MET MY EXPECTIONS THANKS
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